Comparison of neural activity in the supplementary motor area and in the primary motor cortex in monkeys.
Neuronal activity recorded from the primary motor cortex (MI) and from the supplementary motor area (SMA) was compared in two monkeys trained to perform conditioned arm movements. A handle had to be held in a central waiting position until a visual go and cueing signal indicated to the monkey to move the handle either to a medial or to a lateral target zone (choice reaction time paradigm). Unit and representative electromyographic data were analyzed in relation either to the go signal or to movement onset. In 240 penetrations, 431 SMA neurons and 353 MI neurons were found with activity related to the task. The majority of neurons (303 in MI, 290 in SMA) displayed activity changes after the go signal and before movement onset. Of these "short-lead neurons", 71% in MI and 41% in SMA were clearly related to movement execution. The distribution of lead times in MI and SMA neurons was completely overlapping without any statistical difference among subgroups. The remaining neurons were as well related to the go signal as to movement onset, or were better related to the visual go signal. The response latencies to this signal were not statistically different in SMA and MI neurons. Activity changes during the waiting period was observed more frequently in SMA (47%) than in MI (32%); modulations restricted to the waiting period occurred in 14% of SMA neurons, but were exceptional in MI neurons (3%). It is concluded from these experiments that a surprisingly large proportion of SMA neurons have "MI-like" properties, in that they are temporally recruited together with MI neurons, with similar patterns of discharges during the task. This then suggests that the two interconnected areas operate in parallel. A population of SMA neurons is involved in some processing that is not as predominantly expressed in MI. This activity could relate to sensory, timing, or other higher-order aspects of response preparation, and/or motor functions such as postural stabilization.